OLSRv2-Related Document Updates
Progress Overview
In IESG Review - both SEC-ADs hold a DISCUSS

Appointment Tuesday evening w. ADs.

Essentially, agreed on approach for setting parameters (Sean) and truncation constraints (Stephen)

Wordsmithing w/ADs to produce updated I-D, that should clear

All going well, this week or early next week.

Documents (RFC Editor queue) unblocked when this I-D is approved:

- draft-ietf-manet-olsrv2
- draft-ietf-manet-olsrv2-metrics-rationale
- draft-ietf-manet-nhdp-olsrv2-sec
- draft-ietf-manet-olsrv2-mib
- draft-ietf-manet-nhdp-sec-threats

Thomas@ThomasClausen.org  http://www.ThomasClausen.org
draft-ietf-manet-olsrv2-rmpr-optimization-00

- Intended Status: Proposed Standard
- Update since Berlin - draft-dearlove-manet-olsrv2-rmpr-optimization-00
  - Exactly one word changed ("removal" -> "optimization")
  - Adopted as WG document (130919)
- Current Status:
  - In WGLC (started: 131101 - ends: 131122)
- Next Steps:
  - Review, close WGLC
  - Appreciate receiving early reviews

Thomas@ThomasClausen.org  http://www.ThomasClausen.org
draft-ietf-manet-nhdp-olsrv2-tlv-extension-00

- Intended Status: Proposed Standard
- Update since Berlin - draft-dearlove-manet-nhdp-olsrv2-tlv-extension-02
  - 9 editorial, no functional, changes
- Adopted as WG document (130919)
- Current Status:
  - In WGLC (started: 131101 - ends: 131122)
- Next Steps:
  - Review, close WGLC
  - Appreciate receiving early reviews

Thomas@ThomasClausen.org  http://www.ThomasClausen.org
draft-dearlove-manet-olsrv2-multitopology-01

- Intended Status: Experimental
- Presented in Berlin - didn't ask for WG adoption as authors felt it needed a bit further iterations:
  - Converge on one option for carrying topologies (as enabled by draft-ietf-manet-nhdp-olsrv2-tlv-extension-00)
  - Editorial pass, clarify some things

- Next Steps:
  - -02 forthcoming
  - Will probably request WG adoption of -02
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